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Abstract. This work faces the problem of quality and prediction time assessment in a Dynamic
Data Driven Application System (DDDAS) for predicting natural hazard evolution. Natural

hazard management is undoubtedly a relevant area where systems modeling and numerical analysis

take a great prominence.
Modeling such systems is a very hard problem to tackle. Besides, the results obtained by simulators

usually don’t provide accurate information, mostly due to the underlying uncertainty in the input

parameters that define the actual environmental conditions at the very beginning of the simulation.
For this reason, we have developed a two-stage prediction strategy, which, first of all, carries out

a parameter adjustment process by comparing the results provided by the simulator and the real

observed hazard evolution. It has been demonstrated that this method improves notably the
quality of the predictions. Furthermore, we have designed data injection techniques that allow

us to take advantage from real-time acquired information, so that our strategy fits the DDDAS

paradigm.
Nevertheless, because of the urgent nature of the systems we deal with, it is also necessary to

assess the time incurred in applying the above mentioned strategy, in order for it to be useful and
applicable in a real emergency situation. In this sense, we have developed a new methodology

for prediction time assessment under this kind of prediction environments, based on Artificial

Intelligence techniques.
In this research work, we have chosen forest fires as a representative study case, although the

exposed methods can be extrapolated to any kind of natural hazard.

Key words. DDDAS, Data Uncertainty, Natural Hazard Management, Prediction Quality, Pre-

diction Time Assessment

1. Introduction

A natural hazard is an unexpected or uncontrollable natural event of unusual
intensity that threatens people’s lives or their activities. Unfortunately, the losses
caused by natural hazards are increasing dramatically, mostly due to the rapid
increase in human population. Therefore, in order to mitigate the tragic conse-
quences of such disasters, it is interesting to be able to make urgent decisions while
the natural catastrophe is taking place. For this purpose, many interdisciplinary
research has been carried out to provide models/simulators to the community for
evaluating in advance the natural hazard evolution. However, model-related issues
aside, many simulators lack precision on their results because of the inherent un-
certainty of the data needed to define the state of the system environment. This
uncertainty is due, basically, to the difficult in gathering precise data at the right
places where the disaster is taking place. So, in many cases, the simulators have to
work with interpolated, outdated, or even absolutely unknown data values.

In this kind of environmental systems, the use of knowledge extraction techniques
from the data collected from different sources (e.g. meteorological stations) would
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be suitable, in order to improve the accuracy of the predictions, as well as to speed
up the simulations. However, as it is widely discussed in [3], when designing such
data mining processes, it is critical to take into account the fact that the results we
will obtain are affected by the underlying uncertainty in the data.

To overcome the just mentioned input uncertainty problem, we have developed a
two-stage prediction strategy, which, first of all, carries out a parameter adjustment
process by comparing the results provided by the simulator and the real observed
disaster evolution. Then, the underlying simulator is executed taking into account
the adjusted parameters obtained in the previous phase, in order to predict the
evolution of the particular hazard for a later time instant. A successful application
of this method mainly depends on the effectiveness of the adjustment technique
that has been carried out. In this sense, our research group has developed several
solutions for input parameters optimization, all of them characterized by an inten-
sive data management: use of statistical approach based on exhaustive exploration
of previous fires databases [8], application of evolutionary computation [14], cali-
bration based on domain-specific knowledge [32], and even solutions coming from
the merge of some of the above mentioned [29]. Since all these approaches perform
the calibration stage in a data driven fashion, they all match the Dynamic Data
Driven Application Systems paradigm [12, 13, 15].

In particular, we have developed this prediction scheme using forest fire as a
study case and it has been demonstrated that the above mentioned adjustment
techniques contribute to improve the quality of the fire spread prediction.

Another key point to be considered when dealing with an ongoing disaster is the
time incurred in providing evolution prediction results. While a natural catastrophe
is taking place, it is necessary to make urgent decisions to effectively fight against
it. Many times there exist several constraints that make arise the question of how
and where to execute our prediction system, depending on the available resources
we have. Consequently, we come up with the urgency-accuracy binomial.

There exist diverse factors that may affect both precision of the results and time
invested to get them. The power of computational resources is an aspect that has
important influence, so are the intrinsic features of both the simulator and the
adjustment technique chosen to face the environmental hazard.

For this reason, we introduce a new methodology to characterize each element
of the proposed DDDAS prediction process, with the aim of being able to design a
tool for prediction time assessment during an emergency management. This work
is part of a more ambitious project, which consists of determining in advance,
how a certain combination of natural hazard simulator, computational resources,
adjustment strategy, and frequency of data acquisition will perform, in terms of
execution time and prediction quality.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, an overview of the
two-stages DDDAS for forest fire spread prediction is given. In Section 3, we
expose in detail our developed solutions for quality enhancement and prediction
time assessment, as well as how this framework could be generalized to any natural
hazard. In Section 4, the experimental study is reported and, finally, the main
conclusions are included in Section 5.

2. DDDAS and Natural Hazard Evolution Prediction

In the field of physical systems modeling, there exist several simulation and
forecasting tools for mitigating damages caused by natural hazards [6, 17, 27, 24,
18, 25, 1, 31], based in some physical or mathematical models.
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These simulators need certain input data, which define the characteristics of the
environment where the catastrophe is taking place, in order to evaluate its future
propagation. This data usually consists of the current state of the hazard, and the
specification of the variables that define the environment. Some of this data could be
retrieved in advance and with noticeably accuracy, as, for example, the topography
of the area. However, there is some data that turns out very difficult to obtain
with reliability. For instance, getting an accurate fire perimeter is very complicated
because of the difficulties involved in obtaining, at real time, images or data about
this matter. Other kind of data sensitive to imprecisions is that of meteorological
data. These restrictions concerning uncertainty in the input parameters, added to
the fact that these inputs are set up only at the very beginning of the simulation
process, become an important drawback, because as the simulation time goes on,
variables previously initialized could change dramatically. This may mislead results
of simulations. Therefore, we need a system capable of dynamically obtain real time
input data in those cases that is possible, in order to overcome this disadvantage.
For this reason, we rely on the so-called Dynamic Data Driven Applications Systems
(DDDAS) paradigm.

DDDAS is a paradigm whereby application/simulations and measurements be-
come a symbiotic feedback control system. DDDAS entails the ability to dynami-
cally incorporate additional data into an executing application, and in reverse, the
ability of an application to dynamically steer the measurement process. An opti-
mal framework for a reliable DDDAS for Natural Hazard Mangement must consider,
among others, the following issues: real-time data assimilation strategies for being
further injected into the running system; the ability to dynamically couple models
from different disciplines; steering strategies for automatic adjusting either models
or input data parameters and to have access to enough computational resources to
be able to obtain the prediction results under strict real-time constraints. Some
current work on this area could be found in [26, 5]. Our current research consists
of the first steps towards a DDDAS for Natural Hazard Mangement, where our
main efforts are oriented to take advantage of the computing power provided by
High Performance Computing (HPC) systems to, in the one hand, propose com-
putational data driven steering strategies to overcome input data uncertainty and,
on the other hand, reducing the execution time of the whole prediction process in
order to be reliable during real-time crisis.

As a main case study, we apply our developed techniques and methodologies to
the case of wildland fires. Our proposal consists of performing a forest fire spread
prediction based on a two stages prediction scheme: calibration stage and prediction
stage. The DDDAS bases are included in the calibration stage by assimilating the
actual propagation of forest fire and using such information for input parameter
calibration. Taking advantage of the computer power provided by HPC systems,
several strategies such as Evolutionary Algorithms or Statistical Analysis are used
to explore a huge number of input parameters combinations (called scenarios).
However, building a DDDAS for forest fire prediction also involves to take care
about the aspect of the data acquisition. By means of our proposed strategy, our
system is able to dynamically acquire new data at real time. These issues are
discussed in the next subsections.

2.1. Two-Stage Forest Fire Spread Prediction. As it is summarised in Figure
1(a), the classic way of predicting forest fire behaviour takes the initial state of the
fire front (RF = real fire) as input as well as the input parameters given for some
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(a) Classic prediction (b) Two-stage prediction

Figure 1. Prediction Methods

time tx. The simulator then returns the prediction (SF = simulated fire) for the
state of fire front at a later time tx+1.

Comparing the simulation result SF from time tx+1 with the advanced real fire
RF at the same instant, the forecasted fire front tends to differ to a greater or
lesser extent from the real fire line. One reason for this behaviour is that the classic
calculation of the simulated fire is based upon one single set of input parameters
afflicted with the before explained insufficiencies. To overcome this drawback, a
simulator independent data-driven prediction scheme was proposed to optimize dy-
namic model input parameters [2]. Introducing a previous calibration step as shown
in Figure 1(b), the set of input parameters is optimized before every prediction step.
The solution proposed come from reversing the problem: how to find a parameter
configuration such that, given this configuration as input, the fire simulator would
produce predictions that match the actual fire behavior. Having detected the sim-
ulator input that better describes current environmental conditions, the same set
of parameters, could also be used to describe best the immediate future, assuming
that meteorological conditions remain constant during the next prediction interval.
Then, the prediction becomes the result of a series of automatically adjusted input
configurations.

This two-stage fire prediction methodology reduces the negative impact of input
parameters uncertainty. We divided the two-stage strategies into two categories:
the Single Solution methods and the Multiple Solutions methods.

The Single Solution scheme uses a Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the calibration
stage. In particular, the evolution operations applied in the GA are driven according
to the observed real fire behavior. Population is formed by a set of scenarios, and
each scenario - an individual - represents a group of simulator parameters. Each
parameter is considered a gene of an individual for the GA, which will be evolved by
applying the data driven GA until a good single solution is reached. A good solution
occurs when the scenario to be introduced in the simulator generates a propagation
map akin to that of the real fire to the time interval of the adjustment step. This
single solution will then be used in the prediction phase as input parameters to the
fire simulator [16].

An implementation of the Multiple Solution method is the Statistical System for
Forest Fire Management (S2F 2M), where thousands of possible scenarios are eval-
uated. In this case, the information extracted from the calibration stage consists of
a statistical integration of the results obtained from the complete set of simulations,
which will be compared to the real fire propagation to obtain a probabilistic prop-
agation value. This value will be used in the prediction stage in order to consider
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not only one possible scenario but the complete set [8].

2.2. Real-Time Data Injection. Another key point when dealing with DDDAS
for emergencies is the ability to inject real-time data at execution time in order to
provide better forest fire spread prediction. For this reason, we have also devel-
oped and design strategies for real-time data gathering and injection, in order to
establish a methodology from which DDDAS applications running in distributed
environments can take benefit [10]. The proposal raises a great challenge, as there
are many aspects to take into account. Our main goal is to provide an external-
incoming-data assimilation schema in order to allow obtaining needed information
in real time from not (necessarily) trusted platforms, which means to deal with
certain key issues:

• To acquire new data from external sources as soon as it is available, to
provide more efficicient application executions.

• To provide data sources with access to the execution platforms, which,
security issues aside, also means to know which resources are being used by
the application.

• To adapt current applications to be able for accepting new incoming data
at execution time.

• To be as less intrusive with the execution environment as possible.

We have studied strategies to satisfy these points based on the use of interpo-
sition agents, which allow exploring and browsing external file systems in a non-
intrusive way and without the need of having special privileges in the environment
the users execute their applications, even when it is about a distributed-computing
environment. Thereby, we can establish a methodology for solving the previously
mentioned problems and allowing many HPC applications to fit in the DDDAS
paradigm. Figure 2 shows the basic architecture for this scheme.

Figure 2. Current Forest Fire Spread Prediction System

However, building a DDDAS for forest fire prediction implies several extra as-
pects. These aspects are: the capability of incorporating real time data during
simulation execution; Urgent HPC: the ability of turning a HPC system into a high
priority HPC system and, finally, the capability to easily interact with different
physical models, such as the interaction between fire and atmosphere. Because of
these reasons, we propose a new method to reduce execution time, by applying
a combination of the above mentioned DDDAS models, which is described in the
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next section.

3. Quality Enhancement and Time Assessment in Natural Hazard Evo-
lution Prediction

As stated in Section 1, we have to effectively deal with the urgency-accuracy
binomial, in order to perform a successful management of the hazard.

As regards the accuracy of the results, we subsequently present a prediction
system that fits the DDDAS paradigm. This system takes advantage from the
ability of real-time data acquisition, in order to improve the predictions.

Nevertheless, as for the urgency part of the binomial, we must be able to sat-
isfy strict time constraints in the prediction process, but paying special attention
to minimize the looses on results’ fidelity. For this purpose, we also introduce a
new methodology to characterize each element of the proposed DDDAS prediction
process, with the aim of being able to design a tool for prediction time assessment
during an emergency management. This work is part of a more ambitious project,
which consists of determining in advance, how a certain combination of natural
hazard simulator, computational resources, adjustment strategy, and frequency of
data acquisition will perform, in terms of execution time and prediction quality.

3.1. Quality Enhancement: SAPIFE3. One common assumption in the meth-
ods mentioned in Section 2.1 is that the environmental conditions are stable through-
out the adjustment and calibration steps. However, this condition actually does not
happen all the time and is, in fact, the biggest source of simulation errors of those
methods. For this reason, new techniques had to be introduced to overcome this
disadvantage. We propose a new technique called SAPIFE3 - this is the span-
ish acronym for Adaptive System for Fire Prediction Based in Statistical-Evolutive
Strategies (Sistema Adaptativo para la Prediccin de Incendios Forestales basados en
Estratgias Estad́ıstico-Evolutivas) [29], which joins the advantages of the two-stages
described in the previous section.

This new approach is able to reduce the number of total scenarios to simulate,
from a number such as hundreds of thousands to some hundreds, by optimizing
the set of scenarios through the use of a Genetic Algorithm. This method reduces
execution time, and improves dynamic adaptation applying a combination of the
DDDAS models. This is feasible thanks to the Data Acquisition and Validation
module (see Figure 2), which gathers all information regarding the fires environ-
ment, such as weather, topography and terrain composition data (the combustible).

SAPIFE3 runs in two phases. In the first one, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is
used, and in the second one, the Statistical method is applied over the population
obtained from the GA. In the case of the Genetic Algorithm, tasks are the product
of the total amount of scenarios and the number of generations G. In the Statistical
method, only the last population produced in the previous stage is processed.

This system has been developed so that it allows new data insertion between
the GA process and the Statistical process, if it is detected an important change in
the environmental conditions. This feature is the responsible of the improvement
of predictions quality, as it will be exposed in Section 4.

3.2. Prediction Time Assessment. A key point to be considered when dealing
with an ongoing disaster is the time incurred in providing evolution prediction
results. In order to be useful, any evolution prediction of an ongoing hazard must be
delivered as fast as possible for not being outdated. For this purpose, we introduce
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a new methodology to characterize each element of the proposed DDDAS prediction
process, with the aim of being able to design a tool for prediction time assessment
during an emergency management. As in the case of the quality aspect, we have
used forest fire spread prediction as study case.

In order to approach the problem in an organized way, in this paper we first in-
troduce how to characterize the core of the DDDAS for the case of forest fire spread
prediction. As it is well known, the execution time of the underlying simulator de-
pends on the specific setting of the input parameters. For this reason, decision trees
were used to obtain an upper bound for the simulator execution time by previously
classifying it according to the input parameter setting. The proposed classification
scheme has been carried out considering two different fire spread simulators in order
to validate the classification strategy with different setup conditions.

This goal is oriented to provide the personnel in charge of taking decisions about
how to face an ongoing emergency, with intelligent tools able to evaluate, in ad-
vance, how a certain combination of simulator, computational resources, adjustment
strategy, and frequency of data acquisition will perform, in terms of execution time
and prediction quality. In order to bound the problem, we work under certain
assumptions:

• We focus on those emergencies where the corresponding simulators present
high input-data sensitivity.

• We assume scenarios where the computational resources are dedicated.
Currently, we are working on adapting tools that allow urgent execution of
tasks in distributed-computing environments, e.g. SPRUCE [7].

• We rely on the two-stage DDDAS prediction strategy.

Taking into account these premises and bearing in mind the scheme shown in
figure 3, we can define three levels of prediction time assessment: Simulator level
assessment (SLA), Adjustment level assessment (ALA) and Prediction level assess-
ment (PLA).

Figure 3. General two-stages DDDAS for natural hazard predic-
tion evolution

3.2.1. Simulator level assessment (SLA). Prediction time assessment at this
level must be done independently on the underlying simulator (natural hazard) and
the particular setting of their input parameters. The main objective at this level is
to define a simulator-independent methodology to determine a clustering classifi-
cation of the simulator execution time, where each cluster has associated an upper
bound for the execution time depending on the values of the input parameters.
This process is carried out in an off-line way and will be widely explained later
on in this paper. Since this characterization process depends on the executable
platform, different simulator characterizations will be performed for each available
computational resource.
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3.2.2. Adjustment level assessment (ALA). This level corresponds to esti-
mate the prediction time increase due to the calibration strategy used in the Ad-
justment stage. As we have previously mentioned, there exist several calibration
strategies that have been demonstrate to be useful for improving the prediction
quality of a hazard evolution. Each one of this optimization schemes must be mod-
eled independently of each other because the way of performing is quite different.
As it could be observed in figure 3, there is a thight relation between the results
obtained at SLA with this level because SLA is inside ALA, therefore, ALA is
directly proportional to SLA.

3.2.3. Prediction level assessment (PLA). At this level one can rely either
on dynamic data injection to the system or not. A pure DDDAS will take into
account data injection at real time and this is the way that the DDDAS for forest
fire spread prediction has been designed in its advanced form. However, in a pre-
liminary version, the dynamic data injection was not considered and it was based in
the working hypothesis that the environmental conditions keep constant from the
calibration stage to the prediction stage. For this reason, the PLA methodology has
been designed in a two step fashion, first of all we will determine a standard method-
ology for the prediction stage without real time data injection and, afterwards, the
PLA’s characterization will be performed, taking into account data gathering fre-
quency and data source. The aim consists of reaching the capability to determine
the probability distribution that indicates which percentage of prediction improve-
ment has historically been obtained in the cases where the data was acquired with
a certain frequency, and from a certain data sources. This characterization level,
as in SLA, relies on a massive sadistic study.

It is important to notice that in the characterization of the simulator, we focus
on the execution time as a ”classification criteria”, whereas the quality of prediction
is the factor taken into account when characterizing the adjustment stage (ALA).
This is because the quality of the initial prediction given by the simulator has
no influence over the final prediction. Nevertheless, the execution time of each
calibration technique is directly proportional to the execution time of the simulator.
Hence, in order to estimate both accuracy of prediction and time needed to perform
it, the study of these aspects is carried out in this way. In the next section, an
empirical study concerning the method followed for the Simulator Level Assessment
is detailed and the obtained results are analyzed.

4. Experimental Study

In the previous section, it has been exposed our developed strategies to tackle
both the quality enhancement and prediction time assessment problems. Subse-
quently, we present experimental studies that validate these proposals, and expose
how the application of them turns out very beneficial in order to face real emergency
situations.

4.1. Quality Enhancement through Dynamic Data Injection. In order to
test our DDDAS forest-fire propagation prediction system, we performed a series
of postmortem experiments based in the conditions of the Horta de Sant Joan fire
(Tarragona-Spain) on July 2009. Figure 4 shows the extension of this fire, where the
environmental conditions were quite dynamic, showing suddenly changes in wind
speed and wind direction. There are several weather stations in the region, property
of the Meteorological Service of Catalonia. Data for the next experiments were
gathered from station “D8 Horta de Sant Joan (D8HSJ)” weather station, located
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at latitude 4046’20.52”N and longitude 017’54.29”E, inside the area affected by the
fire.This station was chosen because it monitors humidity, wind speed and wind
direction every thirty minutes. We also used the MODIS Hotspot detection system
[22], which allows fire data to be visualized into Google Earth using KML languaje
[23], so it is possible to verify the situation of the fires. Figure 4 also shows the
location of the D8 Sant Joan weather station.

Figure 4. Sant Joan Fire view using Google Earth

The experiments, reported in this section take into account the changes in both
wind direction and wind speed, recorded by the above mentioned weather station
and two different approaches of the proposed fire prediction method were used:

• SAPIFE3, where wind data is always reinserted.
• SAPIFE3

rt, which includes the possibility to set a speed and direction change
threshold between the adjustment and prediction steps.

The main objective of these experiments were to demonstrate the benefits of
DDDAS for forest fire prediction, specially when environmental conditions are quite
dynamic showing suddenly changes in wind speed and wind direction.

As it was described in section 3.1, SAPIFE3 is composed by the Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) and the Statistical method. In the proposed experiment, the real-time
data injection is done after the GA stage and just at the beginning of the statistical
method. The particular configuration for this experiment can be checked in Table
1.

Slope and vegetation model are assumed to be known, therefore they are set
up as constants inputs for all experiments and schemes. As it has been previously
described, the measurement of wind speed and wind direction are available, not
only at the very beginning of the fire, but also every 30 minutes (recorded by D8
weather station). Although these data availability, the only dynamic data driven
prediction schemes that can take advantage of their such information are SAPIFE3

and SAPIFE3
rt because of ability to receive real-time data at execution time.

Figure 5 depicts the prediction error provided by each method once the predic-
tion stage has finished. In this stage, the right y axis shows wind speed in the
different prediction time steps, and the left y axis shows error level, and the bottom
x axis shows the interval for prediction stage in real local time, the upper x axis
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Table 1. SAPIFE3 Configuration

Parameter Value

Model 4

sizePopulation 2500

numGenerations 5

elitism 20

crossoverProbability 0.2

mutationProbability 0.01

slope 5

aspect 0

shows the time when data of wind speed is collected. For instance, the first predic-
tion provide by the proposed prediction scheme will be delivered after 60 minutes
from he beginning of the whole process, being the first 30 minutes of execution
for warmup, when the system calibrates itself with the first two sets of data from
the meteorological stations, the one from time 0 and the subsequent one from time
30. This warmup phase only happens once, and then results will be delivered in
intervals of 30 minutes.

In this comparison, we included the FireLib results representing the classical
prediction method. It is important to notice that, although we are depicting time
intervals that exactly last 60 minutes, in fact, the prediction results are provided
before reaching the end of the corresponding interval time. However, we can not
evaluate the goodness of the obtained prediction until reaching the end of the
underlying time interval. That is the reason we plot as prediction interval the
exact times.

For example, in the step 12 to 1 p.m., the system will deliver the prediction fire
behavior for time 1 p.m. when the second wind value is read at time 1:30 p.m. or in
another words, how will be the fire behavior between 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. However,
the real prediction validation will be performed only when fire propagation will
reach time 1 p.m. The same happen at each prediction step as shown in figure 5.

An immediate conclusion obtained from observing figure 5 is that FireLib pre-
diction results are for all time intervals the worst. This fact states that the classical
prediction scheme, where no dynamic data driven approach is included, is a clear
drawback of such a scheme. SAPIFE3 and SAPIFE3

rt are shown to be the bests.
The ability of injecting real-time data allows, for the case studied, to keep bounded
the error ratio below 30% even in presence of drastic wind changes.

If we observe wind behavior, we can see that it suffers from extreme change on
three specifics periods of time 3 p.m. to 4 p.m., and 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., and 7 p.m. to
8 p.m. These changes are taken into account by SAPIFE3 and SAPIFE3

rt when
performing the prediction stage. This fact represents a big advantage, because
of this change will generate an increase in fire spread velocity that will not be
considered otherwise. Consequently, SAPIFE3

rt achieves the best error ratio than
SAPIFE3. Besides, we can see that the improvement over FireSim is more than
40%.

In the time period 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., SAPIFE3 is the one who better performs.
This happened because the wind conditions keep quite similar between the adjust-
ment and prediction phases. This turns the individual found between 1:00 p.m.
and 1:30 p.m. to be very good also for the period 1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. However,
SAPIFE3

rt’s results are very close to it, even in those stable conditions. Therefore,
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Figure 5. Comparison between methods

this parameter was not changed. This predicted better than SAPIFE3, which is
negatively affected by wind’s parameters insertion. In fact its changes were subtle
until period of time 3 p.m. to 4 p.m., when again, they change a lot. This affects
seriously the prediction of all methods except for SAPIFE3

rt, which are able to get
results with error ratios about 30%.

4.2. Prediction Time Assessment via Decision Trees Classification. As
stated above, the fact of having well characterized each simulator we deal with, in
terms of execution time, becomes crucial to validate the proposed methodology.

This matter may be tackled by means of taking the strategy of carrying out
large sets of executions of the underlying simulator, and then analyzing its behavior
from the obtained results. However, this fact may not be trivial in certain cases.
While it is easy to detect that the application presents a high sensitivity to certain
input parameters, even in an intuitive way, some of them produce a behavior of
the simulator that turns out hard to predict. Figures 6 and 7 show examples of
each case, respectively. In the former, one can observe that the dimension of the
map to be simulated has a direct influence on the execution time (as it was bound
to happen), whereas, in the latter, it can be noticed that the relation between
execution time and wind direction is not so clear (this anomaly is reported in
[19]), and even it becomes odder when combining variations in wind direction with
variations with vegetation type.

Currently, this characterization is fulfilled by means of carrying out large sets of
executions (on the order of tens of thousands) counting on different initial scenarios
(different input data sets), and then, applying knowledge-extraction techniques
from the info they provide. We record the execution times from the experiment,
and then we establish a classification of the input parameters according the elapsed
times they produced. At this moment, we are capable to apply machine learning
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Figure 6. Execution time as a function of number of cells.

Figure 7. Variations in execution time according to variations in
wind direction and vegetation type.

techniques to determine classification criteria and, therefore, given a new set of
input parameters, to be able to estimate how much the execution will last.

This fact highlights the need to base on complex criteria in order to success-
fully classify the input data sets according to the execution time they will cause.
Consequently, we rely on the field Artificial Intelligence to reach such an objective.
Specifically, this experimental study shows the results obtained from the use of
decision trees as classification technique.

4.2.1. Test bed description. For validation purposes, we have used two different
forest fire spread simulators in the experimental study: HFire [27] and fireLib [18].
HFire is a spatially explicit fire spread model that was developed for modeling fires
in chaparral environments in 2001. FireLib is a C function library for predicting
the spread rate and intensity of free-burning wildfires, developed in 1996. Both of
them are based on the Rothermel fire model [30] to determine the direction and
magnitude of the maximum rate of spread. Because of the specific features of each
simulator, the simulated scenario slightly differs in each case as are subsequently
listed:

• HFire:
– Domain: The domain studied in the case of HFire was the Santa Mon-

ica Mountains National Recreation Area (SMM) in southern Califor-
nia, which topografy details are provided in [20].

– Simulation duration: In the case of HFire a 10-day simulation was
carried out in every execution.

– Ignition point: When using HFire, it was approximately the ignition
point of the well known 1996 Calabasas fire in California (also provided
in [20]).

• FireLib:
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– Domain: For the characterization of fireLib, an artificial 1001x1001
cells map was used (cells width and height: 100 feet). In both cases,
the indicated topography remained constant for all the executions.

– Simulation duration: FireLib simulations end once the fire reaches one
edge of the map.

– Ignition point: The ignition point in the case of fireLib was the central
cell of the map.

Apart from these peculiarities, the rest of input parameters were the same in
both cases. Specifically, Table 4.2.1 shows the assigned probability distributions for
each type of input. As regards wind speed and direction, the chosen distributions
and their associated parameters were the ones used in [11], based on statistical
analysis of data from weather stations in the area of SMM. The vegetation models
correspond to the 13 standard Northern Forest Fire Laboratory (NFFL) fuel models
[4].

Input Distribution µ,σ Min,Max

Vegetation
model

Uniform — 1,13

Wind
Speed

Normal 12.83,6.25 —

Wind Di-
rection

Normal 56.6,13.04 —

Dead fuel
moisture

Uniform — 0,1

Live fuel
moisture

Uniform — 0,4

Table 2. Input parameters distributions description.

Once established the distribution of each input parameter, a set of 38750 different
combinations of input data sets was generated, and the simulations of each scenario
for each simulator were performed.

As regards the computational platform, all the experiments carried out in this
work were done on a cluster of 32 IBM x3550 nodes, each of which counting on 2
x Dual-Core Intel Xeon CPU 5160, 3.00GHz, 4MB L2 cache memory (2x2) and 12
GB Fully Buffered DIMM 667 MHz, running Linux version 2.6.16.

4.2.2. Preliminary conclusions. Figure 8 depicts the histogram obtained from
the execution of the test bed using HFire simulator. As it can be observed, there
exist some execution time intervals which assemble most of the execution instances.
Nevertheless, the important matter concerning these results is that HFire shows a
very regular behavior, so the whole execution time interval is short enough to
discard a classification process. Hence, when using HFire as a fire spread simulator,
we can assume the worst case (executions will last approximately 29 seconds) for
the characterization of the whole prediction process.

This behavior contrasts with the one obtained from the fireLib simulator. As
one can see in Figure 9, the variance on the simulation time is very noticeable. The
great majority of the executions are located under the 2500 seconds threshold, but
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Figure 8. Histogram of execution times using HFire.

Figure 9. Execution times using fireLib.

there were several executions that lasted more than 30000 seconds, and even more
than 50000 seconds.

From the point of view of emergency prediction, it is crucial to have the question
of execution time under control, so we may deal with cases that drastically slow
down the prediction process. An elapsed time prediction for a simulator execution
with an error on the order of thousands of seconds would be prohibitive, so, from
cases like this one, there arises the need to be able to predict how the simulator is
going to behave and, therefore, the need to use an efficient classification technique.

4.2.3. Empirical evaluation. In order to respond to this need, the experimental
study carried out in this work consisted of use decision trees as the classification
method, to be able to estimate, in advance, the execution time of fireLib, given a
new unknown set of input parameters.

The decision trees used in this research were the generated by the C4.5 algorithm
[28], specifically, the J48 open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm
in the Weka [21] data mining tool. The data obtained from the 38750 executions
was used as a training set, and 1000 new instances were generated (according to
the distributions shown in Table 4.2.1) to be used as a test set.

The number of classes, and the execution time intervals they represent, were
determined taking into account where our work is framed, i.e. the intervals chosen
for each class are those that in a real emergency situation would matter (it has no
sense, for example, to classify by intervals of 10 seconds when predicting forest fire
spread). They are:
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• Class A: ET ≤ 900 seconds.
• Class B: 900 seconds < ET ≤ 1800 seconds.
• Class C: 1800 seconds < ET ≤ 3600 seconds.
• Class D: 3600 seconds < ET ≤ 7200 seconds.
• Class E: 7200 seconds < ET.

Where ET stands for execution time.

The results of the application of decision trees to the test set are summarized
in Table 4.2.3. Here, one of the main aspects to highlight is the prominence of the
main diagonal, which means that perfect matches are predominant over the whole
set of predictions. Furthermore, one can notice that the values decrease as one
moves away from the main diagonal. Indeed, the worst possible cases (predict A
when the real class is E, and vice-versa), never happened.

Figure 10 shows the absolute values of the number of predictions that totally hit
the real class, as well as the absolute values where the prediction had an accuracy
determined by the distance between classes. A Distance X accuracy means that
there are X-1 classes between the predicted class and the real class.

The most noticeable aspect when analyzing this graphic is that if we consider
Distance 1 as a good prediction accuracy, then the results obtained present a 96.8%
of satisfactory classifications.

Predicted Class
A B C D E

R
ea

l
C

la
ss A 669 14 4 2 0

B 17 72 9 4 0
C 2 12 72 12 4
D 5 6 14 24 5
E 0 3 2 12 36

Table 3. Correspondence between real and predicted classes.

Figure 10. Classification accuracy.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described the main lines of our current research, which
consists of a first step toward a DDDAS for Wildland Fire Prediction. Our main
efforts are oriented to take advantage of the computing power provided by High
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Performance Computing (HPC) systems to, in the one hand, propose computational
data driven steering strategies to overcome input data uncertainty and, on the other
hand, reducing the execution time of the whole prediction process in order to be
reliable during real-time crisis.

We presented a two-stage prediction method, which fits the DDDAS paradigm,
that allows to improve the quality of evolution prediction in different natural haz-
ards. Particularly, we presented a DDDAS for forest fire spread prediction with real
time data injection. We performed a series of experiments based on the behavior
of wind speed and wind direction in a real case that produced human losses.

This way, we showed the importance of the DDDAS systems for forest fire pre-
diction, and how they can improve the fire simulators’ output, when conditions are
dynamic and changes are sudden. We also observed that data insertion at real time
can improve the prediction results significantly.

Furthermore, we have designed a methodology to assess the urgency-accuracy
binomial in each particular case. This methodology can be extrapolated to any
DDDAS for predicting natural hazards evolution, which uses the two-stage pre-
diction scheme as a working framework. As it is well known, the execution time
of a particular simulator depends on the specific setting of the input parameters.
However, as it has been exposed, it becomes hard to predict how certain varia-
tions on certain input parameters would affect the execution time. In this work,
we approach such a challenge by means of Artificial Intelligence and Data Mining
techniques. Particularly, we present how we deal with simulators characterization
by means of the use of decision trees as classification technique.

The obtained results demonstrate that the use of decision trees as classification
strategy is suitable for this research, obtaining up to 96.8% of satisfactory classi-
fication prediction, which represents a great advance, and allows us to tackle the
subsequent steps of the proposed methodology.
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